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Introduction to the Introduction (04/01/2019)
04/01  Introduction to the Introduction

I.  My Very Own Science: Rationale
   04/08  Other Sciences: Wrong Tracks and False Facts
   04/15  My Very Own Science: The Better Way

II. The History of My Very Own Science
   04/22  The Beginnings
   04/29  First Results
   05/06  Dies Academicus – No Lecture
   05/13  Concurrencies
   05/20  The Decision: Ignoring Others

   (25.05.–06.06.: Whitsun Holidays)
Schedule (2/2)

### III. Theories of My Very Own Science
- **06/10** Determing the Essential
- **06/17** Focusing the Essential
- **06/24** Recapitulation of the Essential Determination

### IV. Empirical Fields
- **07/01** The Local Field: My Department
- **07/08** The Rest: The World

**07/15** Conclusions
Further information

Course material: http://myelearningplatform/mycourse
Office hours: Sunday, 02.00–03.00 a.m.
Next week

Other Sciences: Wrong Tracks and False Facts